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Out with the old, in with the new
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

When students now walk
through the entrance of the cafeteria, they are no longer bombarded
by the long lines next to the cash
register. Instead, it is the concierge
station graced by baskets of apples
and oranges. This change, among
many others, is due to the new food
supplier AVI Foodsystems.
In March, Baruch’s contract with
Metropolitan Food expired and the
school entered the market to look
for new bids. A board of students
and faculty members was created
to make the decision. Among the
many bids, AVI seemed the most
appealing. “It was a unanimous
vote by the search committee and
the auxiliary board to enter into
contract with AVI,” said Assistant
Vice President of Campus Operations Jim Lloyd. “They gave us the
impression that they bring a lot of
energy and friendliness to the cafeteria.”
Not only did the menus change,
but the cafeteria received a major
face lift as well. New signs were
installed above every food station;
the center salad bar turned into an
SEE VENDOR PAGE 4

<School looks
to press charges
against former staffer
caught stealing
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

ABRAHEME HASSAN I THE TICKER

AVI Foodsystems breathes new life into Baruch’ s cafeteria.

Baruch brings home the gold
BY CLAIRE LUI
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Once again, Baruch ranks
amongst the top in various categories in student and college surveys.
In the recent U.S. News & World
Report magazine’s latest rankings
of best colleges nationwide, Baruch
won several honors in different
categories. In the northern region
of the United States, Baruch was
ranked 33 out of 86 of best master’s
degree–granting institutions, the
highest that Baruch has reached in
that category since the magazine
began its annual rankings in 1983.
The college also appeared in
other rankings including the sixth
best public institution in the north
to offer a full range of undergraduate and master’s programs, the first
in racial diversity among master’s
degree–granting institutions in the
north, the lowest acceptance rate,
highest graduation rate and most
transfer students among the top
100 schools in the north.
In the metropolitan area, the
Zicklin School of Business’ undergraduate programs was highly regarded as it ranked second. “What
I noticed through interning this
summer is that Zicklin is viewed
as a distinguished business school
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amongst the top competing firms
and I believe that they do a great job
at preparing you for the real world
after graduation,” said finance and
investment senior Jovia Mumbey.
The hype in our local neighborhood associated with these rankings brought about a major story
in The New York Daily News on July
29. In the article, students reflected
positively on the campus culture,
value for money and diversity. Baruch was also ranked eighth for low
hard liquor usage in the northern
region and 18th nationally. However, do not let these statistics convince you that Baruch students are
not having fun. The story revealed
that Baruch students were found
to be happier than those at neighboring elite schools such as NYU,
despite the lack of partying. This
disparity was linked to the fact that
Baruch students are mostly international and have different values
and backgrounds.
It is no surprise that Baruch has
once again topped the list as the
most diverse college in the nation,
according to both The Princeton
Review and U.S. News & World Report. This is the 10th consecutive
year that Baruch has maintained
this position. When asked what it
means to attend the most diverse

BUSINESS

school in the nation, Win Cheung, a
senior, said, “In the business world,
with most companies now going
abroad, you have to be diverse
and I believe being at Baruch
gives us great exposure and a
bigger advantage to learn about
these different cultures.”
Rankings offer the opportunity
for prospective students and their
families to identify and compare
colleges and universities based
on various measures of excellence. Dr. Ben Corpus, vice president
of student affairs
and enrollment
management
said, “Making a
decision to attend a specific
college involves
a medley of preferences, of which
a positive ranking is simply only
one ingredient in
that basket.” He
also commented
on the positive impacts of the ratings,
saying, “Rankings
can help a college’s
reputation
with
potential employ-

FEATURES

ers, particularly if
brand name recognition is not
supplemented
by a Nobel
Prize winner,
a $35 billion
endowment or
winning football team.”

ILLUSTRATED BY JACK JEFFRIES

LIFESTYLES

Baruch College has revealed
new information regarding the investigation into Carolyn Privette
and her role in the embezzlement
of school funds. The investigation,
which began sometime in June,
uncovered serious evidence that
Privette had stolen money from
various programs and organizations in the school.
The vice-president of finance
and
administration,
Johanna
D’Aleo, confirmed that the investigation was successful in detecting
financial misdeeds performed by
the former assistant director of the
student services accounting unit.
“We had an accounting issue,
so we called CUNY and they sent a
couple of auditors over and they reviewed the whole situation and collected a large amount of information, and they’ve taken it now and
referred it to the Manhattan District
Attorney’s office,” said D’Aleo. The
college is currently waiting for the
District Attorney’s office to notify
them on whether they have a case
to bring against Privette based on
the evidence collected over the
summer.
D’Aleo was notified of the situation regarding Privette after a staff
member discovered an irregularity in the sequence of receipts. The
amount of money stolen is unconfirmed at this time, but D’Aleo stated that it is estimated that Privette
began dipping into Baruch’s funds
as early as 2006.
Privette, who had been employed since her graduation from
Baruch College in 1997, was often
involved in student events on campus. She was an active supporter
of events such as Black History
Month and the Caribbean Show.
Privette, who has been a part of
the Baruch community for over a
decade, disappointed some of her
friends and former co-workers.
“I knew her as a student too, so
it’s very disappointing. Had somebody asked me to give a reference
on Carolyn before this happened,
I would have given her a glowing
reference. She helped out with
leadership training and ComSEE CAROLYN PAGE 5
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COMPILED BY MAYA KASHYAP
NEWS EDITOR

MONDAY 9/8
The office of student life will
hold the Blood Drive sign-up on
the VC second floor lobby from 10
a.m. to 8 p.m.

TUESDAY 9/9
Team Baruch is looking for
students interested in becoming
student leaders and working in a
number of different peer leadership positions. Open house will be
held at 12:45 p.m. in the VC second
floor lobby.

WEDNESDAY 9/10
The Zicklin Graduate Leadership Lecture Series presents Doug
Lattner, chairman and CEO of
Deloitte Consulting LLP on Sept.
10 from 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in VC
Room 14-220. RSVP at zicklin_
graduatelife@baruch.cuny.edu.

THURSDAY 9/11
The Newman Catholic Center
will hold a 9/11 prayer remembrance in VC Room 3-216 from 1:15
p.m. to 1:45 p.m.

USG REPORT
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
USG members Jose Coronado,
Cossette Pichardo, Yan-Ting Cai,
Natalia Diaz and Sharon Chin have
resigned. There are now six open
positions.

TREASURE’S REPORT
For the 2008-09 budgets, clubs
should have a copy of their account
statements from student life.
The deadline for line changes
without restrictions is Oct. 1. Clubs
can make changes up to Oct. 1
without penalty; the 10 percent restriction rule will apply after that.

SUMMER UPDATE
The technology fee was increased by $25. USG agrees with
the increase because it is needed
for improvements in the school and
to keep the school up-to-date with
technology.

IN-HOUSE ELECTIONS
Elections will be held on Sept 23.
Six positions are open: one upper
senator, three lower day senators
and two lower evening senators.

LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS
For the 9/11 memorial, USG
would like to co-sponsor any club
having an event in honor of this
day.
A voter registration drive will be
held Oct. 2.

Honors program’s new Guest

<Dr. Locke steps
down as chair of
honors program
BY NING MAO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

This fall, the widely respected and
honored Dr. Susan Locke decided to
step down from her post as honors
program director to focus on her
teaching. Baruch’s honors program
consists of the Macaulay scholars,
the Baruch scholars and the Provost
scholars. In her place, Professor
Ken Guest will assume the role of
acting director while a permanent
replacement is being sought.
Guest is an associate professor
with the sociology/anthropology
department. He has taught
courses such as interdisciplinary
Feit Seminars of Peopling of New
York, which he helped design,
introduction
to
anthropology,
religion in New York City and
Chinese immigration in New York.
The acting director, who is fluent
in Mandarin, has authored a book
titled “God in Chinatown.”
Guest has also served on the
admissions committee of the honors
college, organized the recruitment
of open houses and every year
leads a bike tour of New York City
for his independent study class and
for anyone else interested. As an
undergraduate junior at Columbia
University concentrating on East
Asian Studies, Guest studied abroad

in Beijing. After graduation, he
studied for his PhD with the CUNY
Graduate Center. He constantly
traveled back and forth no less than
six times, further developing his
Mandarin communications.
As acting director, Guest “hopes
to be helpful to the students and
to the staff and provide his utmost
support during the transition.”
He believes a college is not about
making profit, but an avenue for
social mobility and he hopes to
contribute to the Baruch dream
through helping as acting director.
While Locke is one of the
creators of the honors program and
contributed immensely to the vision
and structure of the program, Guest
mentioned he will do everything
in his power to make the transition
smooth.
For Guest, one of the most
interesting aspects of working as
acting director is meeting people
from other colleges. He has
obtained a greater understanding
of the differences among the honors
program at other colleges. With
this knowledge he is better able
to improve Baruch’s own honors
program.
This fall, one of Guest’s ongoing
goals for the honors program is to
create a clear identity for the Baruch
and Provost scholars, similar to
what the Macaulay scholars have
held. He plans to do this through
a strengthening of the academic
mission of the programs.
Interested students should visit
baruch.cuny.edu/honors for more
information.

ALEX SKURATOVSKY I THE TICKER

Professor Guest will serve as acting director of Baruch’s honors program.

CUNY’s budget Ready, set, vote!
shortchanged
BY MEGAN LAW

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

<Gov. Paterson
chops school’s funds
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
STAFF WRITER

After the State University of
New York’s (SUNY) budget suffered
$150 million in cuts due to the July
30 administrative savings proposal,
Governor David Paterson proposed
“reducing general fund support to
the [City University of New York]
CUNY by seven percent to achieve
parity with SUNY reduction” in his
proposed $1 billion midyear budget
cut announced on Aug. 11. The cut
in the CUNY budget would amount
to $51 million.
To justify these cuts, Gov. Paterson is quoted in a press release
as having said, “Just like families
across New York facing difficult
economic times, our state government needs to scrutinize its spending carefully and acknowledge that
we simply cannot afford everything
we want or everything we counted
on when we thought we had more
money.”
The Student Assembly of SUNY
and University Student Senate of
CUNY wrote to legislative leaders
asking them to vote against the
cuts. “We submit that the benefits
of affordable, accessible, high-quality public higher education far outweigh the costs,” read the letter in
which the students groups claimed
that affordable education gained by

the students will help the economy
in the long run “as an economic engine.”
Jay Hershenson, vice chancellor
of CUNY, told The New York Daily
News that he would not rule out a
tuition increase and that CUNY has
“an obligation to work diligently to
minimize the impact on the academic program.”
According to the CUNY Cost
Projection webpage, “On average,
tuition tends to increase about 8
percent per year. An eight percent
college inflation rate means that
the cost of college doubles every
nine years.” The last time CUNY’s
Board of Trustee’s approved a
tuition hike was in August 2003,
which was the first tuition increase
since 1995. The 2003 hike in tuition
increased the yearly tuition costs by
$800 for full-time resident students
at the senior colleges and $300 at
the community colleges.
The cuts in the budget will affect
students and faculty alike. The New
York Daily News reported on Aug.
11 that CUNY has already “implemented a “pause” in non-faculty
hires and has looked to cut its purchases of supplies and equipment.”
“Slashing the CUNY budget is a
terrible policy and absolutely the
wrong way to address the budget
shortfall,” said Barbara Bowen,
president of CUNY’s Professional
Staff Congress (PSC).
Despite all the efforts to stop the
cuts, on Aug. 20, the New York Assembly passed the budget cuts proposed by Paterson with 52-6 vote.

With the highly anticipated
presidential elections approaching
rapidly in November, the City University of New York has initiated a
program titled, Vote With the Best.
According to CUNY Newswire,
the purpose of Vote With the Best
is, “[…] to ensure that eligible voters
are properly registered, to inform
students about the importance of
voting and to integrate classroom
experiences [with] the issues in
order to promote interest in the
election and voter participation.”
This program includes distributing
more than 360,000 voter registration forms in numerous languages,
such as English, Spanish, Chinese
and Korean.
The Newswire also states that,
“CUNY TV will produce 20-second
public service announcements
entitled “Did You Know That…?”
featuring images and information
about important voting and election milestones.” CUNY’s office of
university relations will also aid in
designing and distributing “promotional ads and educational materials.”
Candidates from CUNY will visit
various campuses to discuss hotbutton issues with students, such as
tuition, student aid and immigration policy. This is part of CUNY’s
goal to inspire critical thinking and
debate about the upcoming elections.
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein
stated, “Vote With the Best exemplifies the University’s long-standing
commitment to promoting voter
participation and education about
our democratic system of government. CUNY’s voter registration

efforts, coordinated by the Office of
University Relations, encompasses
all 23 CUNY campuses and is the
most comprehensive program of its
kind of any multi-campus university system in the nation.”
Here at Baruch, the Undergraduate Student Government is doing
its part as well. Rezwana Hoque,
USG president, said, “Right now,
with the help of Ben [Guttmann],
our VP of Legislative Affairs, we
will work with The Ticker to send
out 5,000 voter registration pamphlets.”
Guttmann added, “USG plans
on organizing a giant voter registration drive on Oct. 2 in the second
floor lobby during club hours. Due
to time constraints, a contest like
last year’s would have been impossible, so we are going to try to register as many voters as possible in
one afternoon. There will be food,
giveaways and a whole lot of people
with clipboards registering voters.”
The contest Guttman referred to
was held last year and it awarded
the club with the highest number
of registered voters.
Jason Chen, a freshman majoring in finance, said, “I think it’s
great that CUNY is taking such an
initiative to get just about everyone
to understand the process of voting and getting everyone to participate.”
Likewise, Li-shann Powell, an
accountancy sophomore, stated, “I
think that it’s a good idea because
not a lot of people are [registering]
on their own. This program gives
them the opportunity to get their
voices heard. It’s our country and
it’s our own lives. If we don’t get
involved then we can’t complain,
but if we get involved, then we can
choose what will happen.”
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Rave reviews for new vendor

ANA KOVZIRIDZE I THE TICKER

AVI Foodsystems replaces Metropolitan Food and brings diversity to the cafeteria’s menu.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
all vegetarian grain bar, the cash
registers are designated to the far
side and the service has seemingly
become more pleasant.
Once the contract negotiations
were finalized, it took AVI a week,
in the beginning of August, to set
up. In addition to the signs and new
salad bars, a flat screen television
was added up front to welcome students to let them know the specials
and will eventually be a bulletin
board for clubs and athletics.
“The college has been an enormous help with the equipment and
set up,” said Mark Petrino, district
manager of AVI.
AVI Foodsystems is branching
out of Ohio, looking to expand on
the east coast and New England
area. They already service schools

in Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Along with modifying the dining hall, the new vending machines
contain “Go Green” selections and
the Starbucks on the second floor
has better machinery and a fresh
fruit smoothie section.
Metropolitan Foods, the former
food vendor, showed nothing but
disappointment and resentment
for losing their contract with Baruch.
“We were surprised with the
change. We were very happy at
Baruch,” said Vice President John
Kuitwaard. “Metropolitan visited
the college afterward and found
that the prices had increased dramatically and we wonder how this
will affect the club and athletics catering costs.”

Petrino claimed that due to
Baruch’s contract, they had to keep
the prices the same, including catering costs, with many reductions.
Only certain products have been
slightly increased.
David Garlock, director of purchasing, who overlooked the contract negotiations, confirmed Petrino’s statement. “The prices have
improved generally due to the best
of my knowledge,” he said. “I found
the prices were quite consistent
and reasonable to the neighborhood and I don’t think students can
do better here.”
Aside from the prices, the atmosphere of the cafeteria has changed
altogether. “It looks colorful and
I had a good breakfast here this
morning,” said senior Britney Jones,
a music management major.

“The cafeteria looks much
cleaner,” said junior Thupton
Khedup, an accounting major, “but
I don’t know if it’s going to be better
because they don’t have a big selection at the deli counter.”
On Sept. 4, the cafeteria featured
a $3.99 all-you-can-eat special in
which students could pile on tons
of healthy foods from the grain bar,
which is all kosher and halal.
Aside from the new grain bar,
a home-style section was added
which will always feature pasta,
sauce and an Italian specialty. The
pizza station now has a daily special and students can watch the
chef pound the dough while deciding which slice to pick. The wraps
are freshly made and feature a
daily special that runs a three-week
cycle. Across from it is the new or-

ganic coffee station that used to be
the bagels and breakfast area.
“I like the coffee blends like
vanilla and that it is organic,” said
sophomore Lene Mosdcol, a marketing major.
In addition to their friendly
customer service, AVI takes pride
in that everything is freshly made.
The executive chef, Malcolm Douglas, hails from London and has a
resume that spans from a London
cooking institute to the Russian Tea
Room and Tavern on the Green.
By the end of the month, AVI
should be e-mailing surveys to get
feedback from students, enticing
them to enter with random rewards
of popular store gift cards.
“We are chameleons and we
will change however the students
want,” said Petrino.
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Carolyn caught keeping cash

LEXICON I SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Former Assistant Director of the student services accounting unit Carolyn Privette, bottom left, is under investigation for siphoning funds from Baruch College.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
mencement, all this above and
beyond stuff,” said Carl Aylman, director of Student Life.
Privette handled financial transactions for three major components of the school: the Bernard M.
Baruch Association, Childcare Services and the Auxiliary Enterprise
Corporation. According to Aylman,
the unit was staffed with only two
people, including Privette, in 2006,
which happens to coincide with the
year it is believed she began to divert funds.
Two to three staff members in an
office that received as much work
as it did could be considered inadequate and possibly the reason for
the delay in discovering Privette’s

actions. Privette’s responsibilities
allowed her to handle every aspect
of the financial process, giving her
the necessary access to divert funds
while arousing little suspicion.
If the Manhattan District Attorney’s office decides to push forward with charges against Privette,
the college will most likely ask for
restitution. According to Aylman,
the former assistant director could
be asked to forfeit her retirement
plan, which may cover a significant
portion of the stolen funds.
“It is not unheard of in a case
like this that [this is] part of the plea
deal to avoid a court case or lessening the charges if a restitution plan
of some sort [is asked for],” said Aylman.
The money stolen from the col-

lege was derived from various projects and programs such as Lexicon,
the student-run yearbook, cap and
gown payments and discounted
movie tickets. According to Aylman, Privette would skim from the
cash and money orders that came
in for these programs.
Most organizations have little to
worry about as many of their transactions are done through check or
credit card. Aylman did express
concern over Lexicon’s budget this
year because they do not operate
on student activity fees. The yearbook manages to operate on its
income, making it the only CUNY
yearbook to do so since 2002.
This
operating
structure,
though, has put this year’s budget
for Lexicon in jeopardy as they may

not have enough money to cover
its operating expenses. The college
may have to assist the yearbook by
diverting funds from the communications board or students will bear
the burden by having to shell out
more money for a yearbook.
Aylman and D’Aleo confirmed
that any organization affected by
Privette’s wrongdoing will recover
their funds, compliments of Baruch
College. “Any funds or accounts affected will have Baruch cover it,”
said D’Aleo.
According to D’Aleo, new policies will be put in place to ensure
that this crime does not repeat
itself. She suggests that students
double check any receipts that
they are given regarding monetary
transactions with the school and

reconcile them with the monthly
statements they receive.
Currently, a replacement for
Privette is being searched for. Two
staff members in the accounting unit are under consideration.
D’Aleo went on to say that the position’s responsibilities would be
split amongst two people in order
to discourage any unlawful activity.
The Ticker first reported on the
investigation over the summer after receiving information from a
recent graduate who wishes to remain anonymous. Since then, Baruch has not made formal contact
with Privette regarding the investigation.
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Opinion
Fighting
for life

Did you know...
Last week, The New York Sun announced that it will shut down at the end of September unless
it finds new investors.

A cynical move?

MARIANE ST-MAURICE
She has five kids, is part of the National
Rifle Association and just stepped out of
Alaska’s darkness into the international
spotlight.
From the moment Sen. John McCain
announced his selection of Sarah Palin as
his running mate in the presidential race, it
was obvious that this lady was like no other.
True, part of the reason she was chosen is
that she is a woman and the Republicans are
trying to get some of Hillary Clinton’s female
supporters to vote for Palin instead.
But Palin has much more to offer to
this country than just her gender. She is so
refreshing that many people aren’t quite
sure how to handle her. For one, she is antiabortion. That was possibly the first thing
I heard about her and it immediately made
me like her. How good it is to see a woman
call herself a feminist while simultaneously
defending the rights of the unborn!
And she has good proof to support her
stance: her youngest child, only five months
old, was born with Down syndrome. Palin
knew that was going to happen after taking
some tests during her pregnancy, but she
did not hesitate to carry the pregnancy to
term. She recognized that the child in her
womb, despite being affected by this disease,
remained a human being who could not be
denied life.
I tend to be a realistic person and I know
this article probably won’t convince anyone
to suddenly become pro-life (although if it
does, I’ll be more than happy to have caused
a change of that sort). But I felt compelled to
underline the sudden arrival of Palin into the
presidential race. Forget that her husband
had drunk driving charges over 20 years ago
or that her 17-year-old daughter is pregnant.
Why not look at this woman for who she is
and what she has to offer, namely a strong
dedication to life?

NYTIMES.COM

DAVID CHOWES
When I heard that Sen. John McCain
had selected a vice-presidential candidate, I
misheard and thought it was Michael Palin
(of the Monty Python Show fame). But that
was curious. First, he is a resident of the UK
and was not born in the U.S.
Then, I realized it was Sarah Palin who
became the governor of Alaska after being
the mayor of a town of 6,000 people. (The
entire population of Alaska is about 600,000.)
As McCain seems to think of himself as a
“maverick,” Gov. Palin seems to be one.
The media quickly reported that her
unmarried 17-year-old daughter was five
months pregnant. Her daughter plans to
marry the father and avoid having an abortion.
Since I am ambivalent about that procedure,
that’s fine with me. It’s her business, and it is
not appropriate or relevant for the media to
talk about it.
Palin seems to find integrity and honesty
to be of high priority. She does not seem to
be an intellectual, but that’s OK; at times a
person may be smart and knowledgeable but
lack common sense. (Please note my use of
the word “seem”). We really know so little
about her. Does McCain know much about
her? Or did he select this “maverick” as a
cynical move?

Palin is quite attractive and seems nice
(whatever “nice” means). And, she went
up against the impenetrable and corrupt
Alaskan Republican machine and won! There
is very little else that I know about her.
We all know about McCain. He is 72 and
has suffered melanoma — a quite malignant
form of skin cancer. Should they be elected
and he dies in office, it’s President Palin.
How thoroughly was she vetted? McCain
saw her two times prior to making her the
offer. Last week, The New York Times reported
that she was hardly vetted at all. Did McCain
select her to attract the disaffected Hillaryites?
If McCain did believe this [would serve the
purpose], he has very poor judgment.
Forthright — yes! She said, “I don’t know
much about foreign affairs.” (This is not a
joke).
Less than inadequate vetting; selecting
Governor Palin; thinking it would get some
of the Hillary Clinton devotees.
Worse than Governor Palin being selected
is the lack of judgement by Sen. John
McCain.
But, we all agree: what a primary/election
we’ve all experienced during the past year
and a half!

Debate: laptop vs. notebook
MIKHAIL BURDEYNIK
The laptop computer. The standard looseleaf notebook. Many of my fellow students
carry both while some rely strictly on just
one of these organizational tools. Arguably, a
five-section notebook or a binder loaded with
notes and syllabi weighs just about the same
as a small MacBook laptop. Both instruments
are about the same size and fit snugly into a
backpack or messenger bag. And of course,
whether you prefer to take notes on your lap
or on a desk, either instrument is perfectly
suitable. So then, does it really matter which
notebook you choose to carry with you?
Well, let’s first ignore the fact that our
students enjoy browsing the Internet,
checking their e-mail and instant messaging
their friends, and focus on the note-taking.
Some might argue that these distractions
make a regular loose-leaf notebook the
obvious winner, but let us think about why
this may or may not be true.
Pretend you arrive at your seat in a lecture
hall, take out your shiny new MacBook
computer and open up a word processing
application. If you’re a fast typist, you will

be especially proud for having your laptop
with you since you can easily follow your
professor’s ramblings and the notes that
he or she writes on the board. At this point,
you feel rather victorious while some of your
neighbors struggle to keep up using mere
pens.
But once in a while, your professor might
draw random shapes, patterns or other
illustrations to help convey a point. As you’re
almost done figuring out how to make a pie
chart on your MacBook, your professor now
wants you to copy down a bar graph. Never
did you expect something like this in your
philosophy class.
Your friend sitting in front of you,
however, has chosen to open his massive five
section notebook, papers bulging out from
all corners. As he starts writing, rather slowly,
from a lack of picking up a pen since June,
he realizes his pen is running out of ink, and
no one else in the room has a spare. Still, in
the end, that same pie chart takes him only
about 10 seconds to draw; not so triumphant
anymore, are you?

To your relief, the professor glances at
his watch and realizes that there are only 30
seconds remaining before about a hundred
students come pouring into the hallway.
You save your work, exit the program you’re
running and close the lid to your laptop. Only
after your laptop is in your bag does your
professor remember to give you a special
writing assignment! After placing your laptop
back onto your desk and opening the lid, you
can’t even recall what you’ve named the day’s
notes or what folder you’ve saved them in!
Surely, a laptop computer has many
benefits, especially in a class at Baruch
College. There are applications like
calendars, calculators and in the case
of MacBooks, “stickies.” Nevertheless,
notebooks and binders are still much more
flexible by allowing you to sketch or record
virtually anything, especially if that helps
you understand the material much better. In
many instances, the pen is definitely mightier
than the mouse … or touchpad.
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EDITORIAL

Student activity
fee crisis
Baruch students will be in for a rude
awakening next year if action isn’t taken
soon. Many of the organizations under
the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, which handles distributing student
activity fees, will face a deficit next year
if the activity fee is not raised.
The Undergraduate Student Government made a push last year to pass
a referendum in order to raise the student activity fee. This raise would have
helped athletics and health care services from falling further into a budget crisis. USG managed to sabotage their own
attempts by not making the referendum
one of its priorities.
Last year, USG began work on signatures for the referendum during the onset of USG elections while trying to promote their Women’s Leadership Conference — an event that was not quite as
successful as they thought it would be.
This year’s USG leadership seems to
be trying to make up for the sins of their
predecessors by making the referendum
a priority. Time will tell if they will live
up to their promises, but the longer they
wait to raise the referendum, the more
harm they will do to the student body.
Each year, many students, predominately international, use the health care
services because they lack health insurance. This is a huge asset because they
can receive the proper care and attention they deserve. Each year, costs go
up. The United States is not in the best
economic situation, so a failure to raise
the activity fee will severely limit the capabilities of the Health Center.
Athletics is looking at a huge budget
problem next year. In recent years, the
athletics department has made fantastic
strides in advancing their name and image.
The work of the dedicated athletes,
coaches and staff has made Baruch a
national contender in some sports.
This, though, can all be lost in just a
year. Without a suitable operating budget, many teams may not receive their
proper equipment. Without proper
equipment, they won’t be able to compete at the level they’ve been competing
at. This would be an enormous setback
that could harm the department for
years to come.
If you are in a club and you often find
yourself complaining that you don’t
have enough money for an event, this
could very well be the reason. Each year,
new clubs form and then the pool to
pull money for these clubs decreases.
The only way to increase the amount of
money in a club budget at this point is to
raise the student activity fee.
A raise would only require a small
amount added on, probably around $10
to $15 in order to guarantee another five
to six years of financial stability within
the Baruch College Association’s funds.
Support the raise and visit USG’s offices on the third floor. Only with your
support and signatures will the student
body be able to vote on this issue later
in the fall.

ABOUT US
The Ticker is published weekly by the
Ticker editorial staff at:
One Bernard Baruch Way
Suite 3-290
New York, NY 10010
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suggestions as well as information
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Business

Summer internship spotlights

Alyssa Wick
Senior
Industrial/Organizational
Psychology
New York Life Insurance
Talent Acquisition (Recruiting)
Recruiting Operations Intern
How did you obtain the internship?
I am a member of the Macaulay
Honors College. At an open house
for Macaulay students held at New
York Life, I learned New York Life
was a donor that helped bring the
Honors College into fruition. Now,
the New York Life company recruits Macaulay students each year
for their summer internship programs.
What were your responsibilities?
I worked directly under the director of recruiting operations. My
main responsibility for the first half
of the summer was to collect information that pertained to the recruiting group. I was also in charge
of training three different recruiting
groups throughout the company
on a new process within a staffing
program that they were using. I developed a user guide on the process
as well as a training class, which I
also presented to the groups. I also
worked with a group of interns
from different departments to devise a solution to a company-wide
problem. We were given weekly development opportunities through
Friday training sessions on topics
such as business etiquette and presentation skills. At the end of the
12-week program we presented our
solutions to a panel of upper level
managers.
What skills were crucial in
executing your responsibilities?
I utilized my communication
skills, both verbal and written, to
succeed in my training task. The
ability to work in groups was also
very important because we spent
the entire summer in a group with
eight interns working to solve a
problem.
What did you enjoy the most?
The aspect that I liked the most
about my internship was the support I received from New York Life.
They gave us weekly training sessions and the internship program
director was always there to help
us work through issues or answer
questions.
Do you have any advice on
making the most of your experience and receiving a full-time offer?
My advice would be to do whatever they ask you to do. I was told
numerous times while at New York
Life that they would rather hire
someone who would work hard for
their manager and the company
than someone who has an outstanding GPA.

Ted Lim
Senior
Finance & Investments
Ogilvy and Mather
Client Finance
Client Finance Intern
How did you obtain the internship?
Baruch Career Fair
What were your responsibilities?
Working at Ogilvy and Mather,
I was responsible for creating reports that were crucial for auditors,
the account management teams
and clients in the budgeting and
estimating of projects.
I also aided in the process of
cash management both for Ogilvy
and for clients by modifying job
components such as billable hours
and fees in order to reconcile any
balances that were outstanding.
What skills were crucial in
executing your responsibilities?
In a service where business is
built on client focus and creativity
you have to think of new methods
to do things more efficiently to get
client requests done in a timely
manner.
Attention to detail is extremely
crucial because even as an intern
you are a representative for the
company.
What did you enjoy the most?
I enjoyed the balance of work,
creativity, and professionalism.
It was one of the greatest experiences I’ve ever had. Every week we
would have “Lunch and Learns” for
the summer interns. I also enjoyed
the fact that as an intern we were
treated like full-time workers and
management was always open to
helping us out and treats everybody
with the utmost respect. The culture speaks for itself. Not only was
it a fun environment, everybody
was excellent at what they did.
Any advice on making the most
of your experience and receiving
a full-time offer?
The keys to any internship and
in life are attitude, motivation and
creativity. If you have a positive attitude you can really bring a great
energy to the team you work with.
If you are motivated you will do the
work and do it extremely well. With
creativity, you show that you are always trying to do things better and
always bringing something new to
the team.
Other Comments:
Most students wouldn’t look
for positions like these because the
preconceived notion is that if you
are in finance you have to do something with the stock market. My
advice is to keep your focus on one
thing, but always be open to others.
Look into finance departments at
companies, there is a whole world
of companies out there.

Ilda Rastoder
Junior
Finance & Investments

Channi Singh
Senior
Finance & Investments

Caroline Fernandez
Junior
Finance & Investments

Prudential Douglas Elliman
Marketing Department
Marketing Director to Executive
Vice President

AIG Investments
Hedge Fund Strategies
Hedge Fund Strategies Intern

Federal Reserve Bank of
New York
Research and Statistics Function
Department
Statistician Analyst

How did you obtain the internship?
I am a big believer in networking, and in this case it landed me
a great job. I was at a networking
event in the Hamptons when I met
the executive vice president of Prudential, Douglas Elliman.
When she told me what she does,
I inquired about a possible position
on her team. She said she would
consider it. I immediately sent her
my resume and followed up until
she agreed to an interview. My persistence paid off because she hired
me on a probational basis one day a
week until I proved myself.
Within three weeks she had offered me a marketing director position and was extremely flexible
with my school schedule.

How did you obtain the internship?
Scholarship plus internship
program through AIG website (AIG
Scholarship for Success).
What were your responsibilities?
•
Conduct due diligence on
prospective investments using Bloomberg, Reuters, LexisNexis
Attend weekly group meet•
ings discussing current market news, cash flow updates,,
meetings with existing and
prospective hedge fund managers
Update weekly performance
•
figures of hedge funds
Perform valuations using mar•
ket value statements

What were your responsibilities?
Anything and everything that
involved the marketing and sales of
her luxury listings.
This included creating and
implementing a marketing plan,
drafting pitch material for developers and new clients, comparables,
financial models, schedule A and
a feasibility study for her new development, advertising and public
relations.

What skills were crucial in executing your responsibilities?
Significant attention to detail,
being thorough when conducting research, advanced excel skills
(vertical lookups, horizontal lookups and pivot tables)

What skills were crucial in executing your responsibilities?
A real estate salespersons license, excellent time management
skills, strong writing abilities, persistence, a great attitude and the
most crucial analytical skills.

Do you have any advice on
how to make the most of your experience and receive a full-time
offer?
Ask tons of questions; it shows
your interest in your group and the
job. Also, convey that you are a hard
worker.
Stay later than your manager
and come in earlier in the morning. Be friendly and a person that
others would like to work with. Get
to know everyone in the group personally.

What did you enjoy the most?
I mostly enjoyed the sales meetings because the entire team would
meet to brainstorm income-producing ideas.
Not only would I then implement them in my marketing plan,
but I would get to contribute my
own ideas and watch as they materialize into new business.
Any advice on making the most
of your experience and receiving
a full-time offer?
Make people believe in your
abilities beyond your resume, and
once you get the opportunity, rise
to the challenge and prove that you
deserve to be there by going above
and beyond your job description.
Any advice for students looking for the same position?
Sell yourself. Not your grades
or your part-time jobs, you need to
sell your personality, your passion
and your growth potential within
the firm.

What did you enjoy the most?
Conducting due diligence, otherwise known as company performance investigations, on hedge
fund managers.

Any advice for students looking for a similar position?
Be open to different positions.
You never know what you may end
up enjoying and excelling in.

How did you obtain the INROADS internship?
What were your Responsibilities: I was accountable for researching and delivering an analysis on
the Market Value of U.S. Holdings
for Foreign Securities, by Industry
as of Dec. 31, 2007. This analysis
goes directly into the “Report of
U.S. Portfolio Holdings of Foreign
Securities,” a report given to the Department of Treasure, The Federal
Reserve Bank of New York and the
Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System every other year.
What skills were crucial in
executing your responsibilities? Detail orientation coupled
with a strong Word, Excel and Access background.
What did you enjoy the most?
I enjoyed having full control over
my own project. I was told what my
final product should have and everything else was left to me. This
gave me the flexibility necessary
to exceed expectations and show
management what I could do.
Any advice on making the most
of your experience and receiving
a full-time offer?
Go above and beyond even if
you don’t have to. These offices
have had interns before so no one
could stand out just by doing the
work that was assigned. Interns
have to be ready to give 110 percent. The little things count, too.
Let your co-workers know what
you are doing to see if they can offer any constructive criticism and
ask them what they are doing. This
shows that you are interested and
want to know more.
Any advice for students looking for the same position?
Network. Speak to people and
tell them about your interests. Become part of different organizations and see what they have to
offer. You might receive that phone
call one day asking you if you’d like
an interview.

THERES NO BUSINESS LIKE
BUSINESS ASSISTANT!
SEND AN E-MAIL TO
BUSINESS@THETICKER.ORG
OR STOP BY ROOM 3-290
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Baruch joins the
‘08 Fed challenge
BY EMMANUEL ONYENYILI
BUSINESS EDITOR

The Federal Reserve Bank of
New York has designated Baruch
College as a participant in its rigorously competitive Fed Challenge.
This is Baruch’s third participation in the Fed Challenge. Student
teams from 25 highly selective colleges will compete for a total of over
$90,000 in prizes, almost $50,000 of
which is set aside for the students
themselves. The competition is directed to economics students to
help them understand the formulation of monetary policy while managing the nation’s money supply.
The nature of the Fed Challenge
is a competition among teams of
students who have formed themselves as representatives of the staff
of the Federal Reserve Board. As
members of the Federal Reserve
Board, it is their duty to make periodic reports and recommendations
to the Federal Open Market Committee, which meets at the Federal
Reserve Board’s headquarters in
Washington D.C. eight times each
year. Based on these reports and
recommendations, the FOMC authorizes the officers of the Federal
Reserve to pursue specific monetary policy goals. The Federal
Reserve Board staff members are
presumed to be experts, capable of
handling American economics.
The Fed Challenge student competitors are expected to perform
with a similar command of economic theory, practice and current
events knowledge. Student teams
will research current economic
events and present their findings
and recommendations to a panel of

FEDERAL RESERVE CHALLENGE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
What is the benefit of participating in the challenge?
Aside from the possibility of
winning some prize money, students can expect to expand their
knowledge of monetary policy,
get a big resume plus and improve their presentation skills.
How much effort will I have to
put in when participating in the
challenge?
The equivalent of an additional
course.
Will the challenge be a faculty
or a student-directed effort?
This is emphatically a studentdirected effort with the faculty
available to assist.

FLICKR.COM

A team of Baruch students will meet at the Fed for a challenge.
professional economists and Federal Reserve officials that act as the
Federal Open Market Committee.
The student teams will be judged
on the quality of their presentation
and their ability to effectively respond to questions from the panel
members.
On Tuesday, Oct. 14, the Baruch
delegation will visit the New York
Federal Reserve Bank on 33 Liberty Street for a full-day session to
receive specific guidance on what
will be expected during the challenge. The initial rounds of the
competition will be held at the New
York Federal Reserve on Monday,
Nov. 10.
The winner from this competition will proceed to the National
competition in Washington D.C. at
the Federal Reserve Board’s headquarters in early December. The
Baruch economics and finance

department is planning a preliminary training round among Baruch
students in October. Participation
is encouraged among not only economics and finance majors, but
also to all students interested in
government policy formulation.
Over the next several days,
school organizers will be advising the student competitors about
team formations and any additional administrative matters.
Baruch students interested in
participating in this challenging and
rewarding competitions should visit
zicklin.baruch.cuny.edu/fed-challenge or contact professor Michael
Carew at Michael_Carew@Baruch.
cuny.edu. Students can also attend
an informational session on Tuesday, Sept. 16 and 25 for an FOMC
post-game analysis and discussion.

Will we be able to select our
own team members?
Self-selected teams are preferable while those looking for teammates can seek faculty assistance
in locating them.
Can students that are not finance or economic majors participate in the challenge?
Yes, students need not be economic or finance majors. The
winning teams are usually strong
with good “think on your feet”
and debating skills.
What happens to the students
who don’t make the final
team?
We hope that all participants
will keep up their enthusiasm as
“back ups,” helpers and spectators.
Where can I find more information on the challenge and the

Federal Reserve?
You can visit the economics and
finance office, the Fed website at
nyfed.org or the Baruch website.
Will there be research materials available to students?
Yes, all student participants will
visit the New York Fed at 33 Liberty Street on Oct. 7 and can pick
up and order all Fed publications
at no cost.
If I am carrying a very heavy
course load this semester, can
I still participate in the challenge?
The effort to prepare, practice
and compete successfully will
involve at least the equivalent of
an additional course. You should
not participate if you think it will
impact your academic performance.
Who gets the $80,000 awarded
by the Moody’s Foundation?
The prize money is split roughly
60 percent for the students and
20 percent for the colleges and
departments depending on
which prize is won.
What really determines who
the winner of the challenge will
be?
Past winners have been those
that have convinced the judges
of their command of monetary
policy, their logical persuasiveness and their effective responses to the judge’s questions.
How should we prepare to win
the challenge?
Practice, practice, practice!
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Encounters evolves, embracing flaws this fall
BY BRITT YU
STAFF WRITER

Since its inception 10 years
ago, Encounters magazine has
showcased Baruch students’
most creative side. As one of four
student publications on campus,
the magazine has received thousands of submissions ranging
from short stories, to poems, to
nonfiction pieces and photos, all
written or created by Baruch students.
“I love my job,” said Jana
Kasperkevic, editor-in-chief of
the literary art magazine and a
Baruch senior. “Every semester
we change the layout and we
change the theme, so we’re going
to play around with it again [this
semester]. We are always doing
something different and the work
is always different.”
With creativity as a key element, the magazine has undergone major changes, which were
necessary to adjust with its growing popularity.
“We’ve been getting so many
submissions and then we kept
publishing 120-page books,” the
editor-in-chief stated. “We were
turning away almost 75 percent
of our submissions because our
submissions started increasing
and increasing.”
Encounters now prints about
150 pages per issue. Not only
was the increase made due to
submissions, but because of the
revival of the nonfiction section.
Kasperkevic noted how there
were only a few nonfiction pieces
when she first came to Baruch
and picked up an issue.

“It was just that editors never
pushed nonfiction enough and I
felt that that is a kind of writing.
People who can’t necessarily write
fiction because they don’t think

“Every semester we
change the layout
and the theme. We
are always doing
something different
and the work is
always different.”
-Jana Kasperkevic
Encounters, editor-in-chief

they’re creative enough or that
their imagination is not enough,
can write nonfiction,” Kasperkevic
said. “I feel that it can open up to
a different audience of students
that would read the magazine and
would submit to the magazine and
that’s why we want it in there.”
Other changes were made for
artistic reasons. Kasperkevic comments that the book itself switched
to a square format because it “creates a more aesthetically pleasing
kind of image.”
“Before, we used to incorporate
the pictures that went along with
the story in the magazine,” said Viktoria Syrov, a junior and managing
editor of Encounters. “But this time,
we decided that the pictures were

a work of art by themselves, so we
[gave] them separate pages.”
Most changes in the magazine
over the last three years have been
inspired by trips to the Associated
Collegiate Press convention. This
annual event, where members
of student publications gather to
showcase their work, allows students to learn from one another.
This semester, there will be even
more features for Encounters, including an online edition of the
publication, Syrov said.
Like The Ticker and Baruch’s
business magazine, Dollars & Sense,
past Encounters issues are archived.
In addition, pieces submitted by
students, which do not make
it into the magazine, are
shown online.
“What we want to do
is more of an interactive
website where editors
would have their own
corner and every editor
would have their own
bio and photos would be
in galleries,” Kasperkevic
explained. “We want to
make it almost as pretty
as the magazine.”
Encounters is now
taking
submissions
for their fall issue. The
deadline for written
work is Oct. 17. Photography and other art
are due by Oct. 30. Staff
will take pictures for
students who choose
to bring in art such as
blown glass or sculptures.
Kasperkevic
emphasized that variety
Encounters

is welcomed, as shown in the selection process. A group of editors
decides what will be printed in the
issue and work with the writer if
a written piece can be improved
through revision.
“You want to publish everybody who submits,” Kasperkevic
explained. “That’s why I encourage
people to submit, and if you don’t
think your work is that good, you
always have editors who
work on pieces to
improve.”

There is a cover design contest
every semester and the winner
receives $250. The winning entry
must be related to the theme chosen by Encounters’ staff. For the
upcoming contest, the deadline
is Nov. 6 and the theme is “flaws.”
For more information, the Encounters office is in room 3-290 in
the Vertical Campus.

JACK JEFFRIES I THE TICKER

literary magazine has undergone some serious aesthetic changes, including
expanding issues and reshaping into a square, introduced last spring.

New York’s ‘Harvard’ having fun

THE PROUSTIAN PROBE
BY REBECCA FORBES
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY ANNA AULOVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch College has consistently
topped CUNY in prestigious accolades for the past few years, but the
latest and more creative rankings
seem to fly under the radar.
Baruch, along with Brooklyn
College, was recently named “the
poor man’s Harvard” by The New
York Daily News and also came in
as the 18th school on Princeton Review’s “stone-cold sober schools”
list.
It’s no secret that Baruch students must maintain some kind of
studious attitude in order to excel
here, but the abundance of red chili
peppers next to professors’ reviews
on ratemyprofessor.com shows that
students are enjoying themselves
in the classroom.
Classes may be tough, but that
certainly does not mean the students don’t know how to have fun.
Students who call the infamous
Fitzgerald’s Pub their second home
might just beg to differ, as well as
students who attended the Undergraduate Student Government’s
foam party last semester, which notably provided beer on campus to
those of age.
Without dorms, it can be easy
to fall into a commuter routine
with 95 percent of Baruch students
commuting to school each day.
However, with over 170 clubs and
organizations and approximately
2,000 events each year, Baruch is
not all about work with plenty to do

on campus.
Vice President
of the Association
of Latino Professionals in Finance and
Accounting
Robinson
Garcia agreed, saying
that students who are involved in clubs and organizations are more likely
to enjoy the social life at
Baruch.
“Baruch is awesome if
you get involved. We personally have annual conventions
that take
us to different cities where
you get
to meet a
lot of people,
learn
in the day
and party at

night, an opportunity
you won’t necessarily receive if you keep to
yourself,” Garcia said.
The difference between
Baruch and other colleges is
that Baruch seems to have
found the perfect balance
between a long day of work
and late night partying with
events like USG’s Blackout Party, Senior Bash, Midnight Masquerade Ball and even karaoke at
Grande Saloon on Friday nights.
Out of all CUNY schools, Baruch is among
the top for student activities.
Ella Abramov, a
transfer student
from
Hunter College, said that
transferring
to
Baruch
was the best
decision she
ever made.
Abramov
said

Hunter did not give her a sense of
community the way Baruch does.
Director of Student Life Carl Aylman has worked in City College and
Bronx Community College, but has
been with Baruch for 30 years and
is certain he’s not going anywhere
for a specific reason: the students.
“Not only is Baruch the best
CUNY school, but it also attracts
the brightest and most active students nationwide, the ones who
not only take, but give back as well,”
Aylman explained. “There is a lot
I’ve learned here that I wouldn’t
have been able to learn in any other
college.”
Aylman described Baruch’s student body as having a drive and
motivation superior to other colleges.
Although Baruch students may
not be able to wake up 10 minutes
before the start of class and show
up in pajamas like dorm students
can, there is still a number of ways
to warm up to Baruch and consider
it your second home.
Baruch may not have the conventional campus and it might now
be nationally known for being “sober,” but at least students here can
indulge in a cold drink at “Fitz”
during club hours, all while getting
a Harvard-worthy college education.
For more information on Baruch’s latest national rankings,
check out this issue’s front page.

In
the
late
19th
century,
French writer Marcel
Proust popularized the
pasttime
TED JOYCE
of answerEconomics professor
ing several
questions that were meant to
reveal the preferences of the
person.
This issue’s interviewee is
Professor Ted Joyce of the economics department.
What is your current state of
mind?
Upbeat, optimistic.
Who are your favorite authors? Philip Roth and Jhumpa Lahiri.
What is your most obvious
characteristic?
Enthusiasm.
What is your least favorite
word?
Bush.
If you could choose an object
to come back as, what would
it be?
A videocam.
What is your favorite sound?
The ocean.
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Palin steals
political spotlight
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
STAFF WRITER

A vice president in go-go boots,
a pit bull in lipstick, Wonder Woman and a beauty queen.
Sarah Palin, a Republican governor from Alaska, has been called
it all as she and the nation have
watched her life change after being
nominated by presidential hopeful
John McCain as his running mate
two weeks ago.
McCain’s choice of the 44-yearold vice presidential candidate has
once again earned him a label of a
maverick and shifted the dynamic
of this year’s election. No matter
what the outcome — a democratic
or republican victory — history will
be made with either a black president or a female vice president in
the White House.
While Palin could be defined as
a risky choice with her lack of experience, she is a great hit among the
female voters who began to despair
over the lack of female representation after Hillary Clinton’s defeat.
Palin offers hope that she will
break that highest glass ceiling in
which Clinton has made 18 million cracks with the amount of
voters she amassed. McCain, even
if choosing Palin days before the
Republican National Convention,
did consider various advantages
to choosing a relatively unknown
female running mate.
Like everyone in politics, Palin
has a few smears on her record.
However, with all secrets out in the
open, she is hardly a target. Facing
issues such as a pregnant daughter
and troubles with her ex-husband,
Palin skillfully portrayed confidence in her family without an
ounce of shame.
Not denying taking contributions from companies like Alaskanbased oil pipeline service VECO,
which has admitted to bribing
select Alaskan politicians, Palin
portrayed herself as an honest and
capable legislator.
Yet the question that troubles
the nation is whether the experience as mayor, chairwoman of the
Alaska State Gas and Oil Commission and Alaskan governor is
enough for Palin, especially one
running with someone as politically experienced as McCain.
While McCain has publicly
shared his opinion that experience is really only an issue when it
comes to a presidential candidate,
experts tend to disagree. It was reported that Barack Obama selected
Sen. Joe Biden, formerly known as
“loose cannon,” for his vice president candidate because he has sig-
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WE WANT TO SEE YOUR WORK

with a little over two months to go
before election day.
“Americans expect us to go to
Washington for the right reasons
and not just to mingle with the
right people,” Palin said during her
convention speech.
“The right reason is to challenge
the status quo, to serve the common good and to leave this nation
better than we found it.”

Submit your art for this semester’s Encounters Magazine.
Chosen art will be published in Baruch’s exclusive literary arts
magazine showcasing the best of student work.
Email your art to EncountersMagazine@yahoo.com or
come by our office in room VC 3-290
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Recent Findings suggest:
Consuming large amounts of trans fats could increase the risk of colon
cancer.

Pure, sun-kissed water
BY VRITI SARAF
SCIENCE EDITOR

In developing countries where
contaminated water is one of the
prevalent causes of death, the
World Health Organization is campaigning to promote Solar Water
Disinfection, which purifies dirty
water with only sunlight.
Rather than being viewed as a
predator as it is in places like the
United States, ultra-violet radiation, which comes abundant with
the incessant sunlight in developing countries like Kenya and Tanzania, is now considered a boon.
There is a lack of availability of
water filtering technology in such
countries, and because of this,
people are left with two choices.
They can either boil the water they
obtain from springs and other local
bodies of water or they can drink it
without alteration.
The obvious problem with the
latter is the amount of contamination and bacteria present in the
water.
The United Nations Development Program stated in its annual
Human Development report that
1.1 billion people do not have safe
water and 2.6 billion suffer from
inadequate sewerage. Out of this
number, an estimated 2.5 million
people die of dangerous pathogens
found in that water, said Richard
Helmer, WHO director of the department of health and environment.
For fresh water, the poverty
stricken often pay more in developing countries all over the world than
people do in the United States.
Another alternative, boiling water, uses a lot of energy and fuel,
which may either not be affordable
or available.
Solar Water Disinfection, developed by the Department of Water
and Sanitation at the Swiss Federal
Institute for Aquatic Science and
Research, requires only one purchase: a clear plastic bottle. The
source of purification is what countries like Kenya are most plentiful
in: sunlight.
The procedure is quite simple.
An individual takes a transparent
bottle, fills it with water, caps it,

GREENBIZCAFE.COM
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Water sterilization demonstration in Indonesia (left), Solar Bottle (right).
then places the bottle horizontally
on top of a solid surface where it is
exposed to the sun. If the surface is

In eight hours, Solar
Water Disinfection gets
rid of water-borne
diseases like cholera,
typhoid, dysentery
and diarrhea.
black, the process will ensue quicker because darker colors absorb
more heat. As the water is heated
and subjected to solar radiation,
illness-causing
microorganisms
disintegrate. In eight hours, Solar
Water Disinfection gets rid of water-borne diseases like cholera, typhoid, dysentery and diarrhea.
As in most great technologies,
the reasons why many people have
not yet begun using this process
stems from both distrust and lack
of education.

Small-scale education programs
available to villages in places like
Tanzania are teaching people the
technique, but most of the world’s
poor have no knowledge of this
technique and are still unnecessarily drinking dirty water.
For those that have been educated, fear that either the method
will not work or that one of their
foes will undoubtedly sabotage the
process, leaves them suspicious.
In areas where the project is being implemented there has been a
90 percent decrease in the number
of patients with waterborne diseases, said Kenyan chemist David
Kariuki. The amount of savings that
isn’t spent on medicine is now used
to purchase school supplies or extra food.
Today, the technique is used by
close to 2 million people in about
30 countries around the world.
Chlorination is another way to
fend off water-borne predators. According to Mark Sobsey, professor
of environmental microbiology at
the University of North Carolina in
Chapel Hill, “Even in conditions of
very poor sanitation and hygiene
where people are collecting what-

ever water is available for their
household supply, if the water is
chlorinated, it is improved.”
The simplicity of Solar Water
Disinfection, though, cannot be rivaled.
Italian designers Alberto Medo
and Francisco Gomez Paz, winners
of the 2007 INDEX award, have created the Solar Bottle to further the
campaign. INDEX is a global, nonprofit network organization that
sponsors designs to improve life.
The Solar Bottle holds up to four
liters of water and has a “bi-color
blown injection molding that creates both a transparent side and a
dark, heat-absorbing side,” as described by INDEX. Although regular soda bottles can do the same
trick, this design improves the efficiency of the sterilization and is
easier to carry.
It was estimated by the WHO
that 135 million people will die of
diseases acquired from dirty water
by the year 2020.
This new purifying technique
and some education about the
technology will be able to save millions of lives a year.

Comcast tightens the reins on bandwidth
BY KEITH ARORA-WILLIAMS
ACTING COPY EDITOR

Comcast announced last week
that starting Oct. 1 it will be placing
a cap on the amount of bandwidth
available for use to all of its customers.
In an online statement, Comcast, the second largest Internet
provider in the U.S., who has never
previously applied limitations to
downloading capacity, stated that
it has amended its user agreement
policies to permit 250 GB of monthly usage.
In concrete terms, that would
translate into about 50 million emails, 50,000 songs or 150 standard-sized movies.
While this should only affect 1
percent of Comcast’s 14.4 million
users, most people should expect
other major Internet service providers to levy similar constraints on
their consumers.
This imposition follows on the
heels of announcements by Frontier Communications. This midsized ISP, which provides communications services to rural areas,

Google
releases
shiny,
new web
browser

SILICONREPUBLIC.COM

said that it would limit its highspeed Internet usage to 5 GB per
month.
Time Warner Cable has also imposed a pilot program to evaluate
the implementation of usage limits
ranging from 5 GB and 40 GB in a
small test market in Texas.
“Today’s bandwidth hog is
tomorrow’s average user,” warns
Fred Von Lohmann, a senior staff
attorney for the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, a nonprofit civil liberties group.
If policies such as these were
extended to the top 10 percent of
Internet users in 1997, many innovations of the web today might not
exist, he said.
Comcast’s ostentatious defense
of the digital ceiling rests on the

argument that individuals who receive Internet by cable use a shared
distribution network, so heavy use
by a single connection will slow

“Today’s bandwidth
hog is tomorrow’s
average user.”
-Fred Von Lohmann
down access for all other users in
that network.
However, it is clear that a large
portion of Comcast’s revenue is
generated by providing cable TV
and the fact that companies like Microsoft, Intel, Netflix and Limelight
Networks are harnessing the web’s

expanding potential for providing
television-like services should be
unsettling to them.
Examples of this technological potential are seen in the full
streaming coverage of the Olympics displayed on the web, thanks
to Microsoft’s Silverlight, as well as
by Limelight Networks.
Netflix’s new “Watch Now” and
iTunes’ movie rental options allow
people to stream feature length
movies from home.
For over a year, ABC has been
posting episodes of prime-time
television series on their website
immediately after their first airing.
These options provide quality
content to customers, like college
students, without the problems of a
fixed schedule, secondary purchase
of a television or a considerable
amount of focus on advertising.
The only hitch in these services
is that they use vast quantities of
bandwidth in a very short time.
If HDTV were to stream online,
it would dispose of the 250 GB quota in approximately five hours, giving Comcast an avenue by which it
could cripple its competition.

SILICONREPUBLIC.COM

BY MEI XIN FU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Sept. 2, Google released its
latest product, Google Chrome. This
new program is an open-source web
browser that is expected to provide
users with greater surfing speeds,
especially as various applications
are running simultaneously.
Chrome will isolate the different processes so that even if the
user closes one tab, or if one tab
suddenly freezes, the browser as a
whole will not be affected, — an asset that will prove invaluable.
This feature can also prevent
fragmentation, which is when
closed tabs continue to use up bits
of memory. The application completely obliterates those tabs and
starting anew.
Other features include an “Incognito” privacy mode that enables
the user to eliminate any traces of
the browsing session once the user
closes the window. It also features
improved online security with
“sandboxing,” which blocks malware (malicious software) from
having access to the user’s computer outside of the browser.
According to Sundar Pichai,
Google’s vice president of product
management, since Google “borrowed good ideas from others,” it
also encourages other web developers to help enhance Chrome with
tools such as Webkit, which can add
new features or reduce bugs.
In addition, rather than competing with Mozilla Firefox, another
popular web browser that found
success largely due to its zealous
grassroots supporters, Google insists they are collaborating with
each other.
Currently, Internet Explorer
is still the most widely used web
browser.
However, more and more users
are embracing alternatives such
as Firefox, Safari and Opera due
to faster loading speeds and lower
risks of system attacks, among other features.
Now that Chrome has joined in,
it may take away users from either
Internet Explorer or less popular
browsers. At the same time, it has
something to offer to the table that
other operating systems can benefit and learn from.
Free download of Google
Chrome is now available at google.
com/chrome.
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Art Talk:
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Perhaps you have been fortunate enough to share a classroom with Professor Zoë Sheehan
Saldaña and listen to her speak
as she stands behind a lectern or
maybe you have seen her artwork
on display in a gallery in Chelsea or
Brooklyn or maybe you merely recognize her face among the crowds
that fill Baruch’s lengthy halls.
Regardless of how you know her
or where you’ve seen her, for the
past four years Professor Sheehan
Saldaña has become an important
part of the Baruch community and
is an especially formidable force in
the Fine and Performing Arts Department.
Professor Sheehan Saldaña has
recently been chosen as one of
six emerging artists for the 200809 workspace residency by Dieu
Donne, a non-profit art organization whose purpose is “dedicated
to the creation, promotion and
preservation of contemporary art
in the hand paper-making process” (as per their mission statement). Professor Sheehan Saldaña,
an artist who holds degrees from
Oberlin College, Rochester Institute of Technology and Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture
has exhibited her work all across
the country. She currently has a
solo show entitled “Caution,” now
running until October 19th at the
Southwest School of Art and Craft
in San Antonio, Texas. For more
information check out her website
zoesheehan.com.
Professor Sheehan Saldaña discusses with The Ticker her passions
and inspirations in the context of
her past, present and future artwork.
What sparked your interest for
art? Did it just come naturally,
since the day you emerged from
the womb or rather your im-

pressions from that first art class
teacher in kindergarten, etc.?
“I became interested in making
art when I began to realize that art
is something that people make, experience and engage with actively,
in the present tense. I also became
interested in making art because of
the flexibility of the rules of artistic
practice. In the contemporary art
world there are no rules, really, unless the art and its audiences agree
that there will be rules. I find that
condition interesting, particularly
given that I find many other areas
of contemporary life tend to be
rather rule-bound. I came to these
interests as an adult, not as a child,
though probably I was predisposed
to be curious and engaged with the
world given that my family always
emphasized those values.”
Which artists do you admire
and why?
“I admire any artist who has
been able to continue making work
over a long period of time, particularly work that adapts and changes
rather than standing still. Bruce
Nauman is one example. As to why,
it’s pretty self-centered, really, because I hope that I am able to do
that myself, continue to make work
and be engaged and adapt to new
situations over the long term. This
is not an easy thing to do and I admire anyone who is doing it.”
Would you classify your artwork to be rather feminine? Not
in a derogatory sense, but rather
that the mediums you embrace
tend to be traditionally relegated
to the feminine sphere, sewing,
cross-stitching, tapestry, etc.
“I would not classify my work
that way, but I would not object
if someone wanted to classify my
work that way. But, I am not in the
classifying business, I’m in the artmaking business.”

Professor Zoë Sheehan Saldaña
ing at Baruch? Are you enjoying
your time here? Why or why not?
“I am currently starting my fifth
year of teaching at Baruch. I enjoy
my students, my colleagues and the
institutional support that the university structure offers. Art-making is not a lucrative business for
me (and the vast majority of artists) so institutional support is very
helpful. Art-making also can be a
solitary enterprise so it’s good to be
in an environment where I engage
with other people, especially with
people who are not just like me.”
What kind of courses are you
teaching this semester?
“I’m teaching a special topics
class in “Advanced Digital Imaging” (ART 3041). In that class we’re
going to be making, looking at and
thinking about pictures, with an
emphasis on the manipulated image. I’m also teaching “The Arts in
New York City” (IDC 1001H) with
first-year students in the Honors
College. We’ll be experiencing,
considering and creating all kinds
of fine and performing arts — theater, music, dance, opera, visual
art, etc.”
I understand Dieu Donne explores the art of paper-making.
Have you any experience in the
process?
“I have no experience in the
process of paper-making. I’ve read
about it some, that’s all.”
PHOTO BY JEFF WEISS

Aside from creating paper
anywhere up to 40 by 60 inches,
are there any other strict requirements or are you free to explore
the medium in any way you desire?
“I believe there is a lot of freedom to explore the various possibilities of the medium. I’ll be working with a master paper-maker,
whose expertise I will no doubt be
drawing on regularly.”

How long have you been teach-

Professor Sheehan Saldaña puts a modern spin on Grant Wood’s “American
Gothic”.
Have you any idea where you
would like to take the art form?
“I have some vague ideas but I
have found that my work tends to
develop in relation to the materials
and processes that I encounter ‘on
the ground.’ So I’m going into this
with my options open.”

What was your inspiration for
shopdropping?
“I thought it would be interesting if the experiences that the
shopdropping work (as I conceived
of it) could actually exist. Having
recognized that the world might be
more alive if those experiences existed, I thought I should try to make
the world that way to the extent I
could.”
And what message are you attempting to discuss in such artwork? Furthermore, why WalMart? A social statement?
“I make art, not messages. The
work is not an illustration of a message nor a stand-in for a message. If
it were, I could just say the message
and be done with it. This would
save me a lot of time, to be sure!
As to why I use Wal-Mart, it’s a
little like asking a painter, ‘why do
you use paint?’ Some might argue
that Wal-Mart is not analogous to
paint (that would be a fun discussion to have) but I consider WalMart to be a component or a kind of
material used in making the work
much as paint is a component of a
painting. As a material, Wal-Mart
allows me to create the experience
I’m after.

ZOE SHEEHAN-SALDANA

“Group Photo”, 2002 Cross-stitch on canvas in wood frames, nineteen components of various sizes.

I am being difficult here but not
arbitrarily, I hope. Marcel Duchamp famously said, ‘The audience
completes the artwork,’ and I think
he was right. I find that audiences
sometimes abdicate their responsibility for completing the artwork
and instead of experiencing the
work, they look to artists for an inSEE ART TALK PAGE 4
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for the work at Wal-Mart appears
to understand its responsibility
and execute it without the input of
the artist/maker, and I am curious
about the audience at Wal-Mart this work is made for them as much
as for the audience in the art gallery.”

ZOE SHEEHAN-SALDANA

“Hunter’s Select Rib Knt Mask (Blaze Orange)”, 2007
Can you tell which one is which?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15
terpretation. Then the work tends to
arrive pre-chewed, like baby food. I
prefer grown-up food to baby food,
don’t you? So I am reluctant to fill

in all of the gaps and in fact I try to
leave blank spaces in the work so
that there is room for the audience
to do its act.
On a related note, the audience

With effort and materials combined, would you say that the
replicated pieces you create are
equal to or greater in value than
the actual garment?
“If you are using the term ‘value’ to refer to the dollar amount
required to purchase the items,
then yes the pieces I make cost a
lot more just in terms of materials
than the original garment. (I don’t
factor in the cost of the labor, which
is impossible to determine.) If you
define ‘value’ as use-value, then
the duplicates that I made and reintroduced to the store were equal
in value to the actual garment. Of
course, the perception of value is
again up to the audience, whether
at Wal-Mart or in the art gallery or
in the media. The audiences get
to consider and ultimately assign
value.”
Aside from the work you will

BOOK CORNER
n Wao

means “wow”
BY DANIEL ENGESETTER

in Oscar’s machismo world. Diaz’
work in Drown, his short story collection also featured Dominican
culture prominently, but the novel
format allows him more room to
really write, and write he does. “Oscar Wao” is about way more than an
overweight Dominican dork looking for love.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The cliche story repeated of
this New York of ours is a story
of immigrants. But it seems the
oldest immigrants get to have
their stories told in books, leading us to believe that their stories
are the stories. Meanwhile the
newest immigrants, whose stories
are as interesting, because they are
new and current, may not see their
own stories printed and bound in
books. This is a problem, and Junot
Diaz does something about it.
In his Pulitzer Prize-winning
novel, now in paperback, “The
Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao,”
vividly brings us the experience
of a Dominican immigrant family
— both in Washington Heights, in
Paterson, New Jersey and in la Republica. Oscar, the title character,
is an overweight sci-fi and comics obsessed dork looking for love.
This would be difficult in any social
context, but it could not be harder

n “Don’t Mind

Me” Raises

“Faded Glory Ruched Shoulder Tank (China Red)”, 2007
Can you tell which one is which?
do for the Dieu Donne residency
are you currently working on anything else?
“Yes I am always working on
stuff ; it’s my favorite thing to do.
Among other things, for about a
year I’ve been working on making

matches (the kind that you light on
fire). I have received major assistance on that project from Dr. Glen
Kowach, in the chemistry department at City College. It’s fun to play
with matches.”

I smell sex and
candy and pot
BY JANA KASPERKEVIC
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

“The Wackness,” a film recounting our childhood, was released
this summer and it has all the right
ingredients — pot, masturbation,
pot, bad sex, more pot, broken
hearts and even more pot. If only
life was really that simple. Amid all
of that, we find individuals struggling to deal with problems of love
and relationships and learning to
accept adulthood and whatever
baggage comes with it. The tag
line, “sometimes it’s right to do the
wrong thing,” and the plot of the
movie justifies the bad habits and
depressions that we as humans fall
into. After all, no one is perfect and

like watching your father get high
on the screen. He is funny, lovable,
sad and pathetic at the same time
— constantly high, seeking sexual
gratification with Mary Kate Olsen’s
character inside a phone booth
only to be interrupted before anything serious happens, and never
succeeding in committing his own
suicide due to his high tolerance to
any and all medication.
While you might have loved
her in “Juno” as the witty sidekick,
in “The Wackness,” Olivia Thirlby
plays Stephanie, who is likely to
evoke feelings of resentment by being the girl that breaks Luke’s heart.
Love her, hate her, understand her,
be her … the brilliance of this movie
is that everyone will be able to find

US.PENGUINGROUP.COM

Santo Domingo was the place
Columbus first landed when he
came across the Atlantic looking
for India in 1492. As Diaz puts it,
Jewish lies and guilt collide. But the
mishegaas (Yiddish for craziness)
the book transcends the realm of
Judaism; you can eat
pork and

Mishegaas
BY JACQUELINE CHANCER
ARTS EDITOR

Though childhood is but a distant memory, I can vividly recollect
my mother constantly admonishing me with the terse yet pithy
phrase, “Say what you mean and
mean what you say.” However,
she conveniently forgot to mention the rather essential accompanying precept, “Do as I say,
not as I do,” which obviated
any real lesson to be learned (if
there was one to begin with).
Author Esther Cohen’s latest
book “Don’t Mind Me” is a brief
look at some of the best of those
“lies,” which have made Jewish
mothers especially infamous. Perhaps “Don’t Mind Me” might be
best described as the pages where

it’s the “Ground Zero of the New
World”. Odd then, that the immigrants in this immigrant story
make their way to this America
from the first New World. Dominicans in New York have lived an
American history twice. New York
may be a melting pot, but to say it
out loud is so cliché that by now
it’s a cliché to call it a cliché.
La Republica Dominicana
igualmente. Because this isn’t
just Oscar’s story. It’s the story
of his mother and his father, and
Christopher Columbus and colonialism, and John F. Kennedy and
Rafael Trujillo. Oscar’s search for
love is just the device Diaz uses
to get the story moving. Like David Foster Wallace, he provides
footnotes throughout the book,
whose language can switch from
the dryness of a footnote to machine-gun Spanglish without
you even noticing. That, in fact,
is Diaz’ greatest gift. He has
mastered the history necessary
to the telling of his tale without
sacrificing the language that
makes it such a pleasure.

ZOE SHEEHAN-SALDANA

HYPERION

still find the humor.
“I just want a taste,” when we all
know what mother really wants is
the entire pie to herself, but she’ll

“The Brief and Wondrous
Life of Oscar Wao”
$14.00 (paperback)
Penguin Group

just nibble. Sound like someone
you know with the same genetic
make-up? If not, think Fran Drescher’s mother, Sylvia, in the ’90s
sitcom “The Nanny.” According
to my family, such responses are
not lies per se but untruths.
Somehow I am not seeing the
difference.
“Don’t Mind Me” is a
witty mélange, featuring Esther Cohen’s words entertainingly
accompanied
by
Roz Chast’s doodles. Ms. Cohen is the author of the novels
“No Charge for Looking” and
“Book Doctor”, as well as an editor
of “Unseenamerica: Photos and
Stories by Workers”. Ms. Chast’s
cartoons have appeared in The
New Yorker, among a plethora of
other publications and she has
published a number of books and
collections of her drawings.
If you want a laugh or are looking for a gift for your mother (or
any other family member for that
matter), “Don’t Mind Me” is it.
“Don’t Mind Me”
$16.95 (hardcover)
Hyperion

MEDIA.TRIBECAFILMFESTIVAL.ORG

we all have to learn to deal one way
or another.
Had this movie been released
last year, one might have questioned the political motives of
each of the characters, with the
exception of the main character,
who tremble in their shoes at the
thought of the tough mayor Rudy
Giuliani. Whether the constant
complaining about Giuliani’s
making the world of dealing pot
dangerous stirs admiration or hate
for making their bad habits harder
to maintain, remains to be seen.
Luke, Josh Peck’s character,
while being one of the better pot
dealers on the Upper East Side in
1994, is probably the purest character of the entire cast. If a naïve
virgin pot dealer does not pique
your interest, then Ben Kingsley’s
character of a psychiatrist, who
trades sessions for pot should. It’s

the darkest corner of themselves in
at least one of the characters.
So what if you are not a child of
the ’90s or late ’80s? So what if you
do not like pot or sex? (And here
is where you are officially lying to
yourself.) You still feel, you still
seek that deeper connection with
another human being and that
search is at the core at “The Wackness”, explaining all our desires, addictions and sorrows.
Jonathan Levine’s screenplay,
though full of witty dialogue, does
not always move quickly due to the
fact that it is trying to put the viewers into the mind-set of a person
under the influence. The screen
shots, music — mostly ’90s hip
hop — and the unforgettable performances by the cast combine to
make a movie that while not destined to be a smashing hit will be a
movie enjoyed by those who see it.
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Arctic Hysteria
BY JOHANNA MARIE FERREIRA
STAFF WRITER

Beware of “Arctic Hysteria: New
Art From Finland,” as this exhibit
may arouse insistent emotions and
absurd thinking. Symptoms may
include: running and tumbling
around naked in extremely cold
temperatures, screaming uncontrollably and dressing up in fantastical attire. This 16-artist exhibition
at P.S. 1 Contemporary Art Center
takes you on a mystical and strange
journey exploring nature while addressing particular Finnish conditions that have shown themselves
to be not only locally specific issues
but “hysterias” shared throughout
the globe.
Rejo Kela’s histrionic video diary, shown on television monitors throughout the center, feature
short video clips showing the artist
interacting strangely with nature
in numerous locations within the
course of a year. The videos not only
show the importance of landscape
and nature within Finnish culture,
but how they interconnect with humanity and everyday life.
The constant notion of the relationship between humankind and
nature is portrayed throughout the
exhibit. The importance of unity
within nature surfaces in Anni Rapinoja’s, “Circle of Life,” through her
display of apparel created by plants.
Rapinoja’s nonwearable fashion
pieces, “The Coat of Mother Earth”,
“The Coat of Child Earth” and “The
Coat of Baby Earth”, are all long
winter coats created in materials
including common reed, red wortleberries and willow leaves. These
garments not only give off a ghostly
ambiance, but focus on how humanity and nature interconnect
and how one may find differences
within the natural world. A similar
idea arises in Pekka Jylhäs’s work,

which is a mythical installation
of a stuffed hare positioned at the
edge of a stainless steel dish filled
with clear water. A projector hangs
above the dish reflecting light into
the water, producing a psychedelic
tension. Her work combines real
objects and fantastical images that
work as metaphoric representations to convey the mutual connection of the world and the realm of
dreams.
Jari Silomäki’s “My Weather Diary,” a continuous photographic
collection, combines actual global
concerns with quirks and twists
found within each image. Each
photograph includes a hand-written commentary conveying the
artist’s intimate concerns on circumstances taking place throughout the world. The images employ
comments such as, “A ten-yearold boy shot his father with a BB
gun” and “Turku, the day after the
U.S. began bombing Afghanistan.”
These are real issues that affect individuals everywhere.
Even more impressive is “The
Futuro House” (1968), an installation designed by Finnish architect, Matti Suuronen. The futuristic
space was created as a portable
vacation home and now serves
as a video lounge and attempts to
address the anxieties associated
with future technological communications and its effects on the
environment. The videos shown in
the lounge portray elements of the
space age and mystical ambiance.
They dismiss any correlation of fantasies and the future working hand
in hand.
Arctic Hysteria presents Finnish contemporary art, and urgently
demonstrates the connection of
communication technologies with
Finnish regional issues while addressing overall global concerns.
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BY SHAWYONIA PETTIGREW
BPAC CORRESPONDANT

Welcome back everyone!
Baruch Performing Arts Center
is scheduled for another jam
packed semester. In September, we have Tovah Feldshuh in
“Irena’s Vow,” a riveting, life-affirming story about one of the
most courageous and unsung
heroines of World War II. During the German occupation of
Poland, Irena Gut Opdyke, a Polish catholic, was forced to work
as head housekeeper for a very
prominent German major. Over
a two-year period of service, Irena would risk her own life in order to save the lives of 12 Jewish
refugees whom she secretly took
under her care.
Also, auditions for the Fine
and Performing Arts Department
fall production will be held Sept.
17 and 18 at 6 p.m. in the Bernie
West Theatre. The fall production is “The Texas Two Step: Men
and Women”, two one-act plays
written by James McClure. Audition materials may be picked up
in the Fine and Performing Arts
Department (NVC, seventh floor,
Room 235) at the front desk.
BPAC will kick off this semester with a Welcome Back party
on Sept. 18 in the BPAC Lounge
(NVC - Level B3) from noon until 3 p.m. Refreshments will be
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served. Come join us.
Last but not least, 55 UNDERGROUND continues this spring
with Kevin So on Sept. 19 at 7 p.m.
Kevin So is a rhythm and blues
and jazz singer who has been
in the business for 15 years. His
career began in the ’90s by sharing a stage with Natalie Cole on
the television show, “Big Break.”
And he has eight albums to his
credit. So has managed to rise to
the next level by combining his
training in jazz and knowledge of
folk, blues and pop to flawlessly
give us a melody all his own.
Anya Singleton and Abby Dobson will open for Kevin with their
own individual styles.
Don’t forget to tune in each
week to the BPAC Hour. The
BPAC Hour airs every Wednesday from 12 p.m. until 1 p.m. on
WBMB radio (wbmbradio.com).
The BPAC Hour features great
interviews, happenings at BPAC
and prizes.
If you are interested in working or volunteering in the theatre, please contact Shawyonia
Pettigrew at shawyonia.pettigrew@baruch.cuny.edu.
For information on tickets,
showtimes, and other information regarding any of the events
mentioned in this article, please
stop by the BPAC Box Office
(NVC- first floor), call 646-3124085, or visit baruch.cuny.edu/
bpac.
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Lifestyles

Stylin’ across the universe

OLDNAVY.COM
FOREVER21.COM

BY KERRI JAREMA
ASSISTANT LIFESTYLES EDITOR

In the 1960s, there was no
band bigger than The Beatles and
no four people were cooler than
John Lennon, Paul McCartney,
George Harrison and Ringo Starr.
The Beatles were on the cutting
edge of everything and would
forever change the way the world
views musicians, music and the
popularity of both.
While the “Fab Four” made
waves in the music industry, they
also changed the way people

These looks are fun, flirty and perfect for this summer.

dressed by bringing the Beatle
hair cut, the Beatle suit and Beatle
boots to the masses. It is said that
John Lennon and Paul McCartney
created the boot in October of
1961 when they commissioned the
British footwear company, Anello
& Davide, to take the Chelsea boot,
a popular style at the time, and
add Cuban heels. that were a little
higher.
Recreating The Beatles’ look
requires classic tailored pieces in a
simple palette of black and white, a
willingness to try the androgynous
look and the confidence to wear a

work to re-create The Beatles look;
they must be skinny leg cut. These
are made even more fun and girly
with a sateen finish.

suit in a casual and edgy way.
Here are some inexpensive pieces
to make The Beatles’ look your
own.
Executive Career Blazer from
Forever 21 ($24.80)
This black blazer just may be
the perfect jacket. With impeccable
fitting and wrist-length sleeves,
this jacket was tailor made for a
woman’s figure and will keep you
from looking too boxy.

White Button-Down Shirt from
Old Navy ($14.99)
This white roll-up sleeve shirt
is a great alternative to the average
button-down top. Breast pockets
are a great detail and keep the shirt
from being boring.

Sateen Skinny Trousers from
Charlotte Russe ($28)
Not just any black trousers will

Baby Rib Long Sleeve Turtle
Neck from American Apparel
($27)

CHARLOTTERUSSE.COM

NYTIMES.COM

STORE.AMERICANAPPAREL.NET

MELODYPLANT.COM

When John, Paul, George and
Ringo were not wearing white shirts
under their skinny suits, they were
wearing black turtlenecks. This one
is cut specifically for a woman’s
body.
Beatle Boots by Chloe ($1,245)
This studded and buckled
version of the classic black Beatle
Boot is obviously a huge splurge
but less expensive versions closer
to the original boots worn by the
band should not be hard to find
later in the season.
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Fall’s new denim digs
BY MARTINA MICKO
STAFF WRITER
Heading from summer to fall,
we are inundated by new fashion
trends but there is one type of
clothing that will always be in style
— denim.
Denim is not only perfect for the
changing weather between seasons,
but can be worn throughout the
year. Denim jeans are a must
have item in everyone’s wardrobe
because they can be easily dressedup or worn casually.
Most of us wear denim jeans
constantly, but it’s not always
easy to find a pair that fits your
unique body type. Denim jeans
are universal, but students may
not have the money to splurge on
all the jeans they need. There are
many pairs of jeans out there that
are made for different body types
and different budgets. Whether
you are tall, pear-shaped, curvy or
petite, there is a pair of jeans out
there that accentuates your body.
Curvy/Pear-Shaped
The best type of jeans for curvy
body types — i.e. those whose
waist is slimmer than their hips
and thighs — are boot cut and
dark wash jeans. These create the
illusion of length and slim the
torso. Stretch jeans provide quality
comfort and fit. The Diva Cut from
Old Navy ($35) and The Gap Boot
Cut Jeans ($69), are great styles to
try. Another option to try is a high
waist cut, which gives the illusion of
stretching the torso. If you’re ready
to splurge, Joes Jeans “Honey”
(Shopbop.com, $160) makes nice
jeans for the curvy torso.

Not everyone with this figure
feels comfortable wearing body
hugging jeans instead wide-leg
jeans would be a better fit. Wideleg jeans are also particularly trendy
for fall so you can find them almost
anywhere, including Forever 21
($28).
Slender
For those who are slender, and
hope to add curves, skinny jeans
are the best style. Jeans with flab
pockets or detailing on the back
pocket give the illusion of curves
and contour. A popular denim
brand is Hudson (Shopbop.com,
$160). The best wash for slenders
are a light wash with details such
as an ankle zipper or a distressed
wash to give the illusion of a curvier
body. Try the Zip Ankle Distressed
Skinny Jean from Forever 21, ($28).
Petite
Denim jeans that run in petite are
very difficult to find. Abercrombie
and Fitch’s Erin Skinny ($79.50) has
a wide selection of shorter length
jeans that make them look like they
were custom made for you. Another
great place to get petite jeans is the
Gap. The Straight corduroy pants
($54.50) give off the illusion that
your legs are longer and slimmer.
Paige Premium Denim (shopbop.
com, $150), is also a popular brand
for petites. They are known for their
signature flab pockets, which give
the illusion of a defined rear end.

Whether its a casual or dressy style, jeans can be worn for any occasion.

Tall
Tall people often have a little
trouble finding jeans that are long
enough, but recently the denim
industry has started making many
jeans with a longer inseam, which

makes the search for jeans much
easier. Those who are tall should go
for a low rise and long inseam (3436), but can get away with almost
any cut and style since they have
long legs. Try wide-leg, skinny-leg

OLDNAVY.COM

or straight-leg jeans like Old Navy’s
Ultra-Low Waist Skinny Jean ($35),
which has a 34-inch inseam. Joes
Jeans, “Twiggy” (shopbop.com,
$160), also come in long inseams,
usually 35-36-inch, and because

they stretch they provide extra
comfort. Hudson “Supermodel”
Jeans (shopbop.com, $150) have
36’-inch inseams, and they are
great for the tall model type.
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Eating, thinking and living green
n A student shares
his strategy for
living green
BY COSETTE PICHARDO
STAFF WRITER

Global warming is a pressing issue that currently effects our every
day lives. The social movement to
adopt a more energy efficient lifestyle — going green — has taken
place at our own college. Examples
include initiatives such as changing
the water faucets to conserve water
and turning off the escalators to
save energy.
Even as busy, hard-working
students, we can promote change
for the better as well. Juan Gutierrez, a part-time graduate student
and full-time green-living advocate
majoring in public administration,
tells us about the ways he contributes to reduce his own carbon footprint.
What is your preferred method
of transportation?
Bicycle.
Where do you live?
“I live in Corona, Queens.”
According to Google Maps,
the distance between the school
and Corona Queens is approximately 7.4 miles. Why do you prefer to ride a bicycle to work and
school?
“[It is] good exercise; [I get to]
save on fuel [as well as] train or bus
fare.”
Do you take other steps to protect the environment and reduce
your carbon footprint?
“Yes, [I] use as little of hot water
as possible. For example, I take cold
showers. I also print all my personal notes and work [papers], up to
four pages, on one piece of paper. [I

also] turn off all my appliances and
surge protectors when not in use.”
Is it a conscious effort?
“At first it was, but now it has
become a habit. The livestock business is among the most damaging
sectors to the Earth’s increasingly
scarce water resources, contributing among other things to water
pollution […] and the degeneration
of coral reefs.”
Do you think of the environment when considering your
diet? That is, do you buy organic
or locally grown foods?
“[Yes, I] limit my intake on
meats and stick to the greens because it takes much more energy to
produce the meats. I garden in the
summer — peaches and figs.”
Baruch College recently entered into a contract with AVI
Foodsystems, Inc. to serve as the
new cafeteria vendor on campus.
Have you tried their food?
“No, I’m a part-time student on the go, but I will try it
now that you mentioned it.”
Would you buy their food if
they took extensive measures to
reduce their carbon footprint in
the preparation of their food?
“Yes, I would support it because
if nobody does then we return to
the same, old, bad habits of junk
food and no nutrition.”
What suggestions do you have
for the vendors?
“Variation on fruits.”
Michael Nardilla, resident director of the new cafeteria vendor,
AVI Foodsystems, Inc., sat down
with me to discuss the menu they
are currently offering the students
of Baruch College. Their stations
include grill, pizza, Chinese, a wrap
bar and a grain and salad bar, each
serving fresh vegetarian options,
including the vegetarian burger,
grilled vegetarian quesadilla and
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AVI’s new menu includes healthy alternatives to classic cafeteria staples.
rotational servings of deep-dish
eggplant, grilled zucchini and Portobello mushroom pizzas.
To uphold their reputation as
the “healthier and better-tasting”
choice, they have a simple approach: instead of using cold cuts,
AVI roasts their own turkey breast
and roast beef. This do-it-yourself approach is not only healthier
(lower risk exposure to bacteria
and a higher protein count due to
the thicker cuts) it is also a taste-effective strategy.
Nardilla recounts that the best
compliments he has received so

far is that their turkey sandwiches
“reminds them what turkey is supposed to taste like.” They also make
their own pizza dough and use
part-skim mozzarella cheese as
their topping.
The grain and salad bar is also a
new service catered to the vegetarian/health-oriented student body.
Dubbed the “Great Grains, Greens
and Beyond” bar, Nardilla asserts
this service is unique to college
campuses in the United States.
The salad bar contains 30 salad
selections with six different dressings, two of which are low in fat.

New options also include Israeli
and Middle Eastern culinary choices such as tabouli, cracked wheat
berry salad, kasha, couscous, humus and Baba ghanoush. For their
salads, Nardilla states they use yogurt-based dressings as a low-calorie option.
When asked about the initiatives AVI Foodsystems, Inc. has
taken to promote fuel efficiency in
the preparation of their food, Nardilla asserted that all items are recycled and no styrofoam is used in
the cafeteria.
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Bearcat coach unsatisfied with tie
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI
STAFF WRITER

The 2008 men’s soccer team
opened their season on Aug. 29
at the Met Oval in Queens against
rival William Paterson. The result
was a 1-1 tie in double overtime
that left Baruch head coach, Ranford Champagnie, “encouraged,
but not satisfied.”
Perhaps the most encouraging
aspect of the game was the fact that
this year’s Bearcat team did not
succumb to the pressure of what
is quickly becoming a tradition between the two teams: an overtime
nail-biter.
While there is often a heightened sense of anticipation for the
first game of the season, this game
had a little extra. Over the past two
years, the William Paterson Pioneers and the Baruch Bearcats have
battled twice and both bouts have
ended in overtime victories for the
Pioneers.
Last year’s double overtime loss
to the Pioneers was considered
one of the most crushing losses of
the season by many of the team’s
members. Goalkeeper Nelson DiBastiano was anxiously looking
forward to renewing the rivalry this
year, as he’s been a part of the preceding consecutive overtime losses
to the Pioneers. “Overtime, overtime, that’s all I think about,” said
DiBastiano.
The difference between the two
teams these past few seasons isn’t
necessarily size or skill, according
to associate head coach Dima Kamenshchik. “William Paterson is
a team that gets more aggressive
when they’re down. That aggressiveness is what we need to have if
we want to beat the better teams in

the region.”
The Pioneers’ aggressiveness is
what sabotaged the early leads that
the Bearcats had squeezed out in
both games last year 2007. Eventually, the Pioneers scored in overtime to win both matches.
The Bearcats started off last
week’s game by pressing the issue,
as they managed five shots on goal
within the first 15 minutes of the
game. Their lone goal came during
the 14th minute, thanks to senior
Daniel Wright. Coach Champagnie
described him as the game’s most
valuable player, commended “his
tenacity on the offensive end” and
went on to call him “a true blue
collar worker.” Wright’s aggressiveness appeared to be contagious to
his teammates as they continually
frustrated the Pioneers during the
opening moments of the game. At
one point, William Paterson head
coach, Brian Woods, yelled out that
his team was “playing soft.”
These words echoed throughout
the Met Oval and seemed to light a
spark under Woods’ players. Champagnie acknowledged that William
Paterson was able to “settle down
and make the game interesting” as
striker Julian Valerio tied the score
in the 32nd minute.
Neither team scored again from
that point on. William Paterson
had an opportunity to steal the
game late in the second half when
a hand ball was called against the
Bearcats in the box, which lead to
a penalty kick for Valerio. The shot
sailed high and hit the crossbar in
what was considered a lucky break
for Baruch.
The Bearcats will return to the
Met Oval on Wednesday, Sept. 10
at 8 p.m. against their toughest opponent, downtown rival NYU.
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The men’s soccer team started their season last week with a game that went into double overtime.
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KICKING OFF THE NFL SEASON
Are you ready for some football? The football season kicks
off this week with the Giants and
Jets both coming into the
season
with
high hopes and
even higher expectations.
The Giants’
offseason has
been mired in TIM PETROPOULOS
losses, despite
Bearcat Prowler
winning the
biggest game
of all last season and becoming
the 2007-08 Super Bowl Champions.
The team lost a trio that accounted for half of its NFL-leading 53 sacks last season, causing
a huge void in a unit that had anchored the Giants’ dominating
defense; defensive ends Michael
Strahan, who retired during the
offseason, Osi Umenyiora, who
suffered a season-ending injury;
and outside linebacker Kawika
Mitchell, who bolted for Buffalo
during the offseason.
On the offensive side of the
ball, Eli Manning went from zero
to hero in a flash last season, but
his 23 touchdowns, 20 interceptions and 56 percent completion rate in the regular season
was mediocre. With so many
losses on the defensive side of
the ball, Manning will need to
elevate himself to the level of the
league’s elite in order to carry
this team back to the promised
land. The three-headed running
game, lead by Brandon Jacobs, is
still among the league’s best.
The bottom line is, with all the
losses on the defensive side of the
ball, the Giants aren’t as good as
they were last season. And will
fall just short of the playoffs.
Official Ticker Prediction: 9-

7, miss playoffs
In case you’ve been living
under a rock for the last two
months, Brett Favre is a Jet. The
future Hall of Famer brings 442
career touchdowns, three MVP
awards, and a Super Bowl ring
to a club that has already made
major improvements in the offseason.
Brought in to shore up a defensive unit that has recorded
only 25 total sacks and is ranked
29th in the NFL against the run in
2007, is defensive tackle Kris Jenkins. He is the big body that the
Jets desperately need for their
3-4 scheme and will stand alongside linebacker Calvin Pace, who
broke out with 98 tackles and 6.5
sacks in Arizona last season as
well as the number one draft pick
Vernon Gholston, a pass rushing
specialist from Ohio State. These
additions will join future stars
cornerback Derrelle Revis and
safety Kerry Rhodes.
As for the offense, the Jets
ranked 26th in yards last season.
Favre’s arrival will instantly upgrade every facet of the offense.
Favre’s ability to throw the deep
ball will create more space for
running back Thomas Jones to
find some holes. Finally, the addition of All-Pro offensive lineman Alan Faneca instantly turns
one of the worst offensive lines
of the league into one of the best
overnight.
The Jets have made drastic
improvements this season but
the biggest improvement could
be their strength of schedule.
They will be playing one of the
easiest schedules in the NFL this
season and will take advantage
of it.
Official Ticker Prediction:
11-5, Wild Card Birth, lose to
Chargers in the second round
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SCHEDULE
Women’s Tennis
9/9 – Baruch @ SUNY Purchase, 4 p.m.
9/12 – Baruch @ Drew University, 4:30 p.m.
9/13 – Baruch @ Ramapo College, 12 p.m.

Women’s Volleyball
9/9 – Baruch @ Centenary College, 7 p.m.
9/11– Polytechnic University @ Baruch, 6 p.m.
9/13 – Baruch @ York College, 11 a.m.
9/13 – Baruch @ Hunter, 3 p.m.
Men’s Cross Country
9/14 – Hunter College Invitational, 11 a.m.

Women’s Cross Country
9/14 – Hunter College Invitational, 10 a.m.

Lady Bearcats win one for CUNY
BY JOSEPH CAFARELLI
STAFF WRITER

Labor Day weekend normally
signifies the end of the summer,
and is usually underlined by barbecues and trips to the beach. For
the women’s volleyball team, the
extended weekend marked the
start of the 2008 season and was
spent 1,500 miles away at the Third
Annual University of Texas at Dallas Gilbert Memorial Volleyball
Tournament. The Lady Bearcats
returned to New York with a 1-3 record, garnering their lone win from
a victory over Mary-Hardin Baylor
College of Belton, Texas.
While many kickoff tournaments see an assortment of teams
from around the country converge
on a neutral location, Baruch was
the only non-Texan team in the
two-day tournament. The Bearcats
fell to host UT-Dallas and to East
Texas Baptist on the first day, which
were picked in the preseason poll to
finish first and second respectively
in the American Southwest Conference Eastern Division. The other
loss came against Wiley College, a
member of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Red
River Conference.
“Coming back 1-3 was huge for
us,” said head coach Allison Gunther. “We usually start off the season with an extremely competitive
out-of-conference
tournament,
outside of the Northeast, where
volleyball is bigger.”
This type of scheduling has sent
the women’s team to locations that
other CUNY schools would not
normally venture to, including last
year’s trip to Oregon.
Baruch is normally one of the
smaller teams in those tournaments, and this year’s team is no
different. It does not have a player
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The women’s volleyball team represented Baruch at the Third Annual University of Texas at Dallas Gilbert Memorial Volleyball Tournament.
taller than 5 feet 10 inches. However, senior captain Lizmarie Vasquez
points out that their smaller stature
was to their advantage last weekend. “Our defense was amazing,”
the 5-foot tall Vasquez pointed out.
“We were smaller, quicker and defensively better than anyone else.”
Entering her last year of eligibility, Vasquez also appreciates that
while 1-3 is not an ideal record to
have, their sole win – against com-

petition Vasquez considers “better
than any team in the CUNY conference” — was huge for the team.
“We normally start the season 0-4
or 0-6 because of the type of teams
we play… it’s great to say ‘I went to
Texas, and won a game.’”
The trip also served as a bonding exercise, as returning players
and the team’s new additions traveled and lodged with one another.
When asked to gauge the team ‘s

chemistry early on in the season,
Gunther laughed, “Bonding won’t
be an issue … everyone gets along
great with one another.” The team
was able to use the time together to
perform at a talent show at the hotel and participate in a scavenger
hunt. While the defense appears to
be on point, Gunther believes that
the Bearcats need to improve on
the offensive end to be successful.
“We’ve got the tough part down.

We’re quick, defensive-minded …
our offense just needs to be smarter. That comes with time.”
The Bearcats will have plenty of
time to work on those skills before
their next game. Baruch will have
10 days to practice before their
match in New Jersey against Centenary College Sept. 9. Their home
opener is scheduled for Sept. 11 at
6 p.m. against Polytechnic University.

Bar set high for cross country
BY MARIANE ST-MAURICE
SPORTS EDITOR
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Baruch’s athletes have been getting ready to run down the competition.

Judging from their last season,
both the men’s and women’s crosscountry teams will have a lot to
live up to as they embark on their
new season, which started this
past Sunday, Sept. 7, at the Baruch
College Invitational in Van Cortland
Park in the Bronx.
Last year, the women’s team
managed to place four of its runners
in the top 10 at the City University
of New York Athletic Conference
Championships, capturing the
first championship title for the first
time in its history. Junior Jessica
Penaherrera came in second overall
and is back this year to run over her
opponents once again.
Also returning to the team,
among many others, is senior Yana
Polikarpov, who had placed 10th
overall at last year’s championship.
The points she obtained, along
with the points collected by all of
Baruch’s other runners, added up
to give the Bearcats the points they
needed to secure first place and
proceed to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association championship,
where they placed 30th.

The team’s participation in
the national competition was
another first for them, which was
an exciting feat and promises to be
one of the goals the team strives for
this season.
Spearheading the team is head
coach Ariane Mui, a Baruch alum
who during her years at the college
was also a runner for the Bearcats.
Last year, Mui was named CUNYAC
Coach of the Year for leading the
team to its first championship title.
Alongside Mui this season
is another Baruch alum, Temi
Arijeloye, who graduated this past
June with a major in finance. It is
her knowledge of the sport and the
team, however, that will make her
a real asset since she was one of its
members for four years.
Things are looking bright on
the men’s side as well. Last season,
the team had also made it to the
CUNYAC championships and
placed third, behind Brooklyn
College and John Jay College. Head
coach Jacques Noseal is betting
on those two teams to still be the
Bearcats’ main competition, though
he admits that “you never know.”
Expected to step up as the
main runner for the Bearcats is

sophomore Andrew O’Rourke who,
as a freshman, came in first overall
at the CUNYAC championship.
Noseal predicts that O’Rourke will
be leading the team, which includes
many new faces for the season.
The team’s recruits are also
keeping their coach optimistic, as
he says he expects them to surprise
people. “We have some fire power,”
he commented.
Those new faces, along with the
returning runners, will have to help
in carrying out the team’s agenda,
which undoubtedly will include
beating out the Bearcats’ CUNY
rivals and placing higher up on
the national level. The men’s team
placed 37 out of 39 teams from
around the country in last year’s
NCAA championship.
Although both the men’s and
women’s teams have welcomed
new athletes this year, they should
be in good hands. Adding their
talent to that of the experienced
runners who surround them
and are filled with passion and
determination, this year’s recruits
should help the Bearcats reach
their goals and run over the high
bar set by their predecessors.

